
.Nasal Signs 

(A)       (bindī) 

It serves to add a nasal sound to a particular vowel. Bindee is used 

with kannā, lāṃvāṃ, dulāṃvāṃ, bihārī, hōṛā and  kanauṛā and the 

independent forms of vowels where a is the bearer. Its sound is same as 

'n' in band, grand, slang, grant. For example 

kāṃ (crow) =                                                                               

gāṃ (cow) =       

(B)       (ṭippī) 

It serves to add a nasal sound to a particular vowel. Tippee is used 

with muktā, sihārī, auṅkaṛ and dulaiṅkaṛ only. It is not used 

upon a (insteadbindī  is used with this letter) and last letter of a word. Its 

sound is same as 'n' in punch, lunch. For example 

amb (mango) =     

pañchī (bird) =      
jhaṇḍā (flag) =      

2.  ਧ  (adhak)  

The function of  ਧ  (adhak) is to allocate a double sound to the 

particular letter that it is assigned to. It should be placed above the 

preceding letter that is to be read twice, however, in practice it is placed 

between the two letters. Therefore, when the adhak occurs between two 

letters, it is the second of the two that is to be repeated. For example, in  

the Punjabi word for boundary     (hadd), the adhak affects the 



letter   (d) changing the sound of the word from had to hadd. In some 

cases another vowel sound may come in between the two letters, but 

the adhak still affects the second letter, for example in the 

word       (bacciō), the adhak comes before the sihaaree vowel but 

still affects the letter   (c), so it is pronounced chch. The adhak is a 

very important, though subtle device, as two letters without 

an adhak give rise to completely different meanings. For 

example    (kad) means when, whereas     (kadd) means height. 

Tones 

One of the unique features of Punjabi, in the variety of modern South 

Asian Languages, is the presence of pitch contours. These change the 

meaning of the word depending on the way it sounds. In technical terms 

these are called ‘tones’ and there are three types: low, high and level. 

The Punjabi tone system is far less complex than Chinese, the best 

known tone language. The low tone is characterised by lowering the 

voice below the normal pitch and then rising back in the following 

syllable. In the high tone the pitch of the voice rises above its normal 

level falling back at the following symbol. The level tone is carried by 

the remaining words. Tones are not represented by any letters or 

symbols in the Gurmukhi script. 

Low tone Level tone High tone 

   jhā 
 

 peep     cāa 
 

desire     cāh 
 

tea 

     ghōṛā 
 

 horse      kōṛā 
 

whip       kōhṛā 
 

leper 

    ghaṛī 
 

 watch     kaṛī 
 

link of a 

chain 
     kaṛhī 

 

turmeric 

curry 
 

  

 

 


